


Perranporth – c.2017  
It was the trip everybody was talking about. How 

much you remember is questionable. Perranporth is 

the biggest, booziest, and certainly warmest trip 

SUCC puts on at the beginning of the year! What 

better conditions to introduce us freshers to a bit of whitewater? 

Our weekend began with the 4 hour drive to Cornwall. Though seeming a long time at first, our lovely 

committee members were able to entertain us enough to make it pass faster. Drinking games began on the 

bus soon after stocking up on alcohol and snacks, with hot bus cold bus a favourite. Rachel’s Dad found a 

place in our hearts with a hefty donation of beer and cider (…see Dart trip!!), while some people got a little 

stage fright going out of the bus window. Although Tom’s 

urine didn’t see the outside world that night, karma got the 

better of George who threw his phone out the window in an 

attempt to discard his rubbish. Not good George. 

Freshers arrived to what 

has been home for 

Perranporth for many years 

just gone midnight, and 

thanks to the olds, the hall was already a wreck ready for the weekend 

(there were holes in the roof for some reason…). In fact having these old 

members on the trip was a good idea as it helped people learn new 

drinking games, although no one can remember the rules on subsequent 

trips. 

Hangovers and stodgy porridge met most people the next morning before 

heading to the beach. After a quick clean up of raw garlic, onion grenades 

and of course THE HAM, we drove to the beach arriving to big 8’ waves. 

Freshers paired up and took a boat down to the beach, had a quick safety 

talk and then got on in the surf. There were countless capsizes, but that’s 

fine in the surf because there was 

always a committee member nearby 

to get you back in. Some people got 

their first feel of a kayak in moving 

water, while some went way out the back to chase the big waves. 

After the surf people decided to nap ahead of what turned out to be a 

hectic night. Dinner in the form of spaghetti Bolognese was a surprise 

to all after the attempt of porridge earlier that morning. Not long after, 

Charlie and Rachels pass the parcel was introduced to 80ish people. 

Some challenges that lay within each newspaper sheet were to eat a 

teabag, sock wrestling, and of course the infamous boatrace. I don’t 

think a challenge shocked us more than when Dan unbelievably ate the 

whole half onion in one bite, nice one Onion Dan! To confuse us more, 

the other Dan got a concussion and had half his eyebrow removed, 

having to wear permanent marker for weeks after, nice one Eyebrow 

Dan! 



The next morning was no different to the last, apart from more 

ham and spilled drinks on the floor. A long and thorough clean-up 

of the floor, walls, and roof, couldn’t erase the damage. ‘It took 4 

hours to clean up after your groups departure. 11 ceiling tiles were 

covered in mud… the floor will have to be sanded down… we will 

not allow your group to use this venue in the future’ – email from 

Deborah the halls booking secretary. Alas, it is time to say goodbye 

to the home of many years and reflect on how tf mud got on the 

roof? C’mon SUCC respect the venues (again, see Dart trip…). 

The surf on Sunday was not as big, but the weather was sunny and more boats were in the water. Al 

managed to get his drone working and capture some great footage, and everyone put on their wet 

wetsuits for another days surf! After 4 hours of paddling in the ocean, we packed everything up and fell 

asleep in the bus along the long drive home. 

Finishing unloading the gear at the boat hard 

was a relief, as we could all go home for a few 

hours sleep before those 9ams. 

Thanks Nat and Al for the pics and footage! 

 

   - Chris Greed 



 

 

An Ode  to a  Coat  
 

Yo 
His palms are sweaty, knees weak, arms are heavy 

There's vomit on her velcro already, George's spaghetti 
Harry's nervous, but on the surface he looks calm and ready 

To get punched in the face, but he keeps on annoyiin' 
Rach throws down, the SUCC crowd goes so loud 

George opens his mouth, but the sick does come out 
He's chundrin', now, chunks spreadin' wow 
The clocks run out, times up, over, blaow! 

 
 

You better booze yourself in the music, the moment, the parcel, 
You own it, you better quickly let it go 

You only get one shot, do not miss your chance to blow (chunks) 
This opportunity comes once in a lifetime 

you fresher… 
 

by Taylor Day 
Vomit provided by George Villars 

Coat provided by Rachel Winter 



Ollie, I caught 
the Bouquet!!

Will sparrow
was right, she
was a terrible

kisser

Find me
on

twitter!
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NOVEMBER DART!!! 
We all dutifully arrived at the boathard at 5pm to pack the van and make a prompt getaway. 
However, unsurprisingly we were yet again victims of SUCC faff. By 7:00 we’d made it 500 

yards up the road only to realise key elements of safety kit had been forgotten. Eventually we 
made it out of Southampton and towards the key stop at Dorchester Tesco to stock up on food 
and more importantly, booze. Following this was everyone’s favourite part of the trip; a stop 

to meet my dad for an excess of alcohol and hot food! I was embarrassed greatly as horrific 
alternative versions of Stacey’s Mum wafted unpleasantly from a rather rowdy minibus. Things 

got worse when certain people, (Tom and Matt), decided to undress to meet Ian. Thankfully 
we left promptly with cider, beer, chicken wings, pigs in blankets and even an ice bucket, 
complete with ice! The remainder of our bus journey was unsurprisingly lit with games of hot 
bus/cold bus and never have I ever.  

When we arrived at the hut, things started off rather tamely with games of paranoia and more 
never have I ever. Things got progressively messier as more olds arrived and the Lambrini 
began to flow- mostly down people’s faces chins whilst being force fed it in excess! Some 

people thought it would be a good idea to have and early night and 
promptly paid for it. From somewhere the first of many packets of 
ham emerged. The first shot was the most memorable as Rowlands 
ham collided with Tom K’s face with a loud slap. The best bit was 

that it took at least four more shots to wake him up! From here a rather 
messy ham fight occurred, with it littering the floors and walls in 
excess by the end. It’s at this point I begin to lose recollection and 

stumble to bed.  

The morning began stereotypically with porridge, which by all 
accounts, was unusually good. I still couldn’t be persuaded to try any 

though. We got all 
our stuff together and 
went to leave- only to 
find certain olds had 

kindly helped Nat park his bike in a better spot. 
He was incredibly hungover and it took him 
ages to find it the obvious parking space of a 
hedge! So with Nat’s bike mostly in one piece 

we set off for the Dart.  

Here, we experienced more SUCC faff and were changed two hours before getting on the water. 
The river was really high and I was suitably terrified and genuinely thought I might die. 
Eventually we set off and I began to calm down, until we reached the first feature. I didn’t 

paddle hard enough and followed Jacob’s example of taking a little swim in the hole at the 

bottom. Things improved going down Lover’s Leap until we reached triple step where I think 

I may have successfully given Oli a heart attack by not eddying out and tackling it solo! 
Needless to say this didn’t end well and I took another impromptu swim. The rest of the river 
went without incident and jumping off the bridge was a serious highlight. We carried our boats 
back to the van up the hill and headed for the hot, hot showers which felt like a gift from God.  



After yet more faff in packing the boats, we headed back to the hut for nap time. Just as 
everyone was drifting off we were rudely interrupted by a very angry scout hut owner. Despite 
everyone only managing to understand one word in three due to the thick West Country accent 
it was clear that he was not a happy man. With the hall full of ham and several noise complaints 
he threatened to ban us from the hut. Thanks to some smooth talking things were resolved and 
nap time continued.  

The evening entertainment started quietly with dinner prep and massages from Gem and her 
magic hands. Ben and Jacob’s carbonara was a pleasant 
surprise and the garlic bread made everyone very happy. 
However when the olds and especially Bibby returned, 
things took a turn for worse. Alcohol consumption 
increased dramatically and many, many games of 
piccolo later everyone was pretty boozy. Harriet was 
feeling especially boozy and took to straddling me 
repeatedly. With a sexual assault complaint imminent, 
she thankfully got distracted by stealing a variety of hats. 
With fewer and fewer people still drinking the mixing of 
beverages reached dangerous levels. After drinking first 
cider then grim white wine, I decided rum was the best 
next step. There were 
more games, although 
what they were I have no 
idea. Things were getting 

particularly fuzzy. What I do remember was that I finished the 
night as the last to go to bed after drinking rum from the bottle 
in the corridor sitting with the biggest bad influence I have ever 
met- Bibby.  

I woke up still very drunk the next day and was admittedly quite useless in the clean-up. 
Eventually all was tidy and everyone was ready to leave the hut. We arrived at the Dart and got 
ready to paddle. However, there was an even longer faff filled delay than the previous day! 
Putting on wet kit and then waiting for over two hours is one of the more unpleasant 
experiences in life. At long last we got on the river and set off. 

This time I made it down the first feature in one piece; unlike Tom P whose hero line ended 
with a cheeky waterboarding. I tried the seal launch on the second day too which was great fun 
and didn’t end in a swim. Things proceeded to go downhill from here as I realised I was 

sobering up. Triple step was unsuccessful again and the hangover was kicking in badly- the 
cold water only made it worse. But against my wishes I was made to do it again and amazingly 
I didn’t die! We carried on and the day became less and less fun; I was hanging horrifically 

from the previous night and decided to pretty much just fall out my boat for no real reason. A 
lot of paracetamol and whinging later we completed the loop. However, just as I thought things 
couldn’t get any worse I chundered in a hedge, (too much river water I think.) With the taste 

of vom in my mouth and a serious case of the shakes, I barely made it to the van.  



I’m not sure I have ever complained so much in my life and 
probably owe many people an apology! I was a mess. We 
showered and the kit was packed up. The bus ride home was a 
more subdued one with plenty of napping. However, in 
Dorchester disaster struck: McDonalds was closed! Still lowkey 
shaking and feeling rough, this was heart breaking. It wasn’t 

until after the kit was packed up in the sheds back in 
Southampton that our collective yearning for fast food was 
quenched. Overall it was a (literally) sick trip. Thanks to 
everyone who saved me and for putting up with me!  

SUCC love, Rachel xx 



Photos of SUCC 
 



“When water reaches the ground it’s GONE” -Beardy about rain 

“I just imagined you in a gimp suit 

writing an essay” - Jackie to Grace 

“You can come in, just the head” - Grace to Jacob 

“Of course he’s wrong he’s got epilepsy” - Nick about Fred 

“Who’s a flaky bitch now?” - Jackie whilst doing a ‘sassy click’ 

“I would bite someone’s balls if I had to” - 

Grace 

“Feel my hair, have I been in a river? No, I’ve just walked 

from Jesters” - Hannah to Rachel 

“Rachel can I bang you?” - Jackie  

“She’s playing footsy with my balls 

right now” - Jackie about Grace 

“Leave my ponies out of it” - Tertiary 

“That’s disgusting how can you get with someone younger than you” -  (Ironically) Nick Yates 

“Do you have an epipen for your epilepsy?” - Ben 

“Anyone seen my thongs?” - Chris  

“Madeleine Mccann is not allowed” - Jackie 

“I’m not sexist, I even like gingers” - Shopkeep-

er about Matthew 

“’What’s that in the sky?’ ‘It’s a bird’” - Tom and Hannah 
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1. Leave hut booking to the last week 

2. Contact 101 huts, get 100 hut booking disappointments (positive however is find 

a swanky mint hut with sound system and mic, result= faff was worth it) 
3. Give van keys to the last river group, fail to use the key lock… 
4. Make freshers stand around for 1hr as van/minibus keys are located 
5. Put minibus/van keys in a car that no one knows about 
6. Let Nick hide minibus/van keys within the car in a location that ‘they all do in the 

movies!’, no one knows about said hiding space… 
7. Drive in snow 
8. River leader having a small car crash (negative=no river paddling, positive= Jacob 

and Al’s fantastic Welsh Dam tours and Cardiff fun day) 
9. Waiting for a very long time for olds to return from paddling 
10. Create pointless faff for the fun of it 
11. Lose essential parts of the boat, like a centre pillar 
12. Dent a boat 
13. Drop off boat hard keys at Wessex Lane Halls, realise splits and throwlines have 

been forgotten, return to boat hard… Leave Soton an hour later than we should 

have 
14. Leave van shuttling very late= more waiting around 
15. Take bloody ages playing Tetris with the boats to fit them back in the van 
16. WWSR cancelled on the Friday of a trip, plan B had to be rolled into action 
17. Dodgily secure 4 boats  within the minibus, hope they don’t decapitate anyone 

within if the minibus had to brake hard. 
18. Make cleaning a hut harder by putting spaghetti on the ceiling  and removing the 

roof tiles 

~SUCC staying  faffy since always ~ 

XOXOX 



Not the Tywi or the Wye 
Friday saw me arrive at boat hard just as the minibus was finishing up being packed. This was then 

quickly followed up by standing about doing nothing for the next 30 minutes because why wouldn’t you. 

Having set off, we soon received texts from Rowland who was travelling in Riddle’s working car, that it 

was snowing in Wales.  

After an exciting journey in the snow with some fun looking cliffs, we arrived at the hut to find a 

microphone and speaker system. What soon followed involved some beautiful singing and many drinks. 

Running around whilst it was snowing somewhere in Wales was also pretty fun. 

Waking up the next morning to bacon sandwiches was awesome, after minimal faff, we were going to 

the river. This kind of fell apart after significantly greater faff from the amazing flying boat show, when 

said boats flew off Riddle’s car into the ditch, with his car deciding to follow him. Not to worry, after 

getting all the boats back to the 

hut, we had a dam good time 

thanks to Jacob’s tour of the Welsh 

valleys. One snowman sacrifice to 

the river gods later, some hail 

showers and a snowball fight later 

we headed back to the hut for nap 

time and bolognaise.  

 

 

 

More drinkies and the karaoke returned, 

as did the Rowland vs Jacob cereal box 

challenge and me eating some garlic, I 

don’t recommend it, apparently it makes 

your breath smell. There was also some 

beer pong, except none of us had beer so 

we used rum, whisky and vodka. At some 

point there was a cheese board, with Port. 

Eventually we all went to sleep only to be 

awakened by bacon sandwiches, thanks 

Hannah and Tom! 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The next day, to make up for the lack of river leaders we went to Cardiff which was sick. Someone even 

managed to pin their boat and stop them from letting us on the course whilst they removed it. I did my 

best to hit my boat of the bottom, I mean loop, I was trying to loop and generally fall over a lot. When 

they eventually turned off the water, we got out and packed the minibus. Thankfully Tom didn’t get 

pushed off the roof and die, nor did anyone inside get crushed by the boats we had “secured”. A stop off 

at Maccies and we were soon back at the boathard, the minibus was emptied of kit and I was back at 

Glen Eyre. Huge thanks to Tom and Hannah for the sick trip! 
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Rachel  Winter   
Charlie  Hearn  

(obviously)  

3 Way Rachel  
Onion  Dan  

3 Way Rachel  
RowRow  

Will Sparrow  
15  Spring  Cres   

Garage  
Hannah  “trouble” Veitch  

Al Craigie  

Ben  Candlin  
Gary  “Garyoke” Myles  



 

 

SUCC  COMMITTEE 2017:  Odds  of  Dancing  on  the  
Popworld  Pole  

President  Nick  the  Kit Sec  3/1  

Vice  Weiss  5/1  

Treasurer  Ben  “Give me  your  money” 
Candlin  

4/1,  if Garyoke  was  watching  2/1  

Secretary  Trouble  Veitch  8/1  

Tom  the  Training  Sec  5/1  

TomTomSatNav  the  Kit Sec  2.5/1  

RowRow  the  (un)Safety  Sec  2.22222/1  

George  who  does  nothing  6/1  

Birdisnottheworditsmyname  Social  
Sec  

9/1  

Charlie  Moonboots  Social  Sec  2/1  

Rachel  Sharkbait  Social  Sec  20/1,  if Bmac  wasn't  here:  1/1  

 



 

 

Spot  the  Difference!  
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Sharking Chart: Christmas 2017 
 

 

Harriet 

Will 

George Rowland 

John Snow 

Ben B Rosie Ollie Hannah 

3-Way Rachel 

Onion Dan 

Spring Cres 
Garage 

Sharkbait’s  
coat 

Liz 

maybe??? 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/birdies100/69716360
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
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SUCC AWARDS 2017 
 

Most Improved Kayaking Fresher 
 

Liz Brown 
Sam Tweedle 

Rachel Lancaster 
 
 

Best Social Fresher 
 

Awarded to the Fresher with the most Fresher points 
 
 

Best Kayaking Fresher 
 

Ben Candlin 
Mathew Lamont 

Chris Greed 
 
 

Weirdest Lube of Choice 
 

Dom Sardo- Coconut Oil 
Onion Dan- Bareback Anal 

Charlie Hearn- Ketchup 
 
 

Best Rachel 
 

Rachel 
Rachel 
Rachel 

 
 

3 Way Rachel’s Worst Hook-Up 
 

Potty 
RowRow 

Will Sparrow 
Onion Dan 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Gold_Cup_icon.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Gold_Cup_icon.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/

